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Descriptive Summary
Title: Guy Corry photograph collection
Dates: 1975-1980
Collection Number: 1995-18
Creator/Collector:
Extent: .4 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: This collection consists of black and white photographs, slides, negatives, and contact sheets from freelance photographer Guy Corry during his time in the Castro during the 1970s.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
Guy Corry photograph collection. GLBT Historical Society
Scope and Content of Collection
This collection consists of black and white photographs, slides, negatives, and contact sheets from freelance photographer Guy Corry during his time in the Castro during the 1970s. His photographs include portraits, erotic subjects, Gay and Lesbian Marching Band, and images of mime Ralph DuPont, Harvey Milk, and Rick Stokes. Also included is a flyer from an exhibit he organized, 'A Heyday for Gay Bay Photographers, The Gay Decade in Review.'
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